
M
embers of Gabriola Co-op Radio CKGI-FM are
waiting to hear if their baby will finally find a
home on the airwaves. CKGI’s application for

the frequency 98.7FM was reviewed by the CRTC on July
18. 

If it passes, they will then have 18 months to get on-air
and fulfill their mandate before they can be considered for
a standard seven-year operating license. It has been a long
time coming, with volunteers working for almost 12 years
to get to this stage. 

CKGI’s first frequency application was in 2008, but it
was blocked by a pre-emptive claim to the frequency
98.5FM by Rogers’ Victoria station CIOC. They wanted to
increase their broadcast range through Saanich with a
1500W repeater on Salt Spring Island. However, CKGI
made a strong enough case for themselves and their
community that the CRTC told Rogers to find a solution
that would not ruin CKGI’s position. Rogers did so and
applied for a smaller transmitter, thus allowing CKGI to
still exist. 

As it is, they will have a very narrow part of the
spectrum, overlapping slightly with the Point Grey signal
of a Port Moody station broadcasting on the adjacent
frequency 98.9. The Port Moody station hafd written to
the CRTC saying they do not contest CKGI’s position. 

As there are many costs associated with running a radio
station, Gabriola’s CKGI hopes to develop partnerships
with community groups that can benefit from their
planned earthquake-proof transmission tower. The RCMP
and first responders could use the 80-watt radio tower to
enhance their signals. It would have its own backup power
so that when all other communications are down, the
radio station would still provide emergency broadcasting

for people on Gabriola, Mudge, DeCourcy and north
Valdes, as well as boaters in part of the Strait of Georgia.  

The 40 metre ‘mono-tower’ proposed for a gravel pit
area would sit on a concrete platform, not requiring
unsightly guidewires. It would be camouflaged to look like
a fir-tree without branches. 

It is hoped that the ruling will be issued this fall.
Gabriola Co-op Radio Director John Hague envisions a
radio station that will serve Salish Sea residents and be
consistent with the notion of a healthy, prosperous
community. If the application is successful, he has a
standing challenge to be on-air for children’s storytelling
on Christmas Eve, 2012. 

Hornby Island Radio’s application for a license (CHFR
91.5FM) was also heard on July 18. Meanwhile, Salt
Spring Island Radio (CFSI 107.9FM) has applied for a
20W directional antenna repeater on Mount Bruce to
better serve the south end of that island on 102.1FM.0
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